I.I. R-that is not a relative pronoun.
In order to understand the claim that R-that is not a relative pronoun, one must know what a relative pronoun is or, better, what a relative pronoun is in present-day English. I take the following to be a fairly uncontroversial definition (cf. Lehman, I984: [248] [249] [250] [251] [252] and I also claim that this is what the linguists to be discussed had in mind or presupposed. In present-day English a relative pronoun is a morpheme that fulfils three functions: (i) it signals subordination; (ii) it forms a noun or -I leave this open -a noun phrase out of the subordinate clause it signals or out of this clause and another noun (phrase) -its 'antecedent', which is to be the head of the 'higher' noun (phrase) (cf. Lehmann, I984: 173); (iii) within the subordinate clause, it represents a noun phrase -the antecedent, if there is one -and it fulfills the syntactic function of a noun phrase (subject, direct object, etc.). Consider the sentence in (i).
(i)
The man who saw me was called Fred. who saw me is subordinate; who combines who saw me with the noun (phrase) (the) man to give a new noun (phrase) (the) man who saw me; within who saw me, who represents the man and fulfils the function of subject. Hence this who is a relative pronoun. Consider now (2) and (3).
(2) I believe that pronouns are useful. (3) I met him in the street where I had met him before.
The that of (2) is not a relative pronoun, since it fails on the third criterion.
prototypical English relative pronoun or that it is not fully pronominal, though perhaps still highly pronominal. This is the point of view I will defend in Section 3. Second, the data about the distribution of prepositions and relativizers must be handled with care. If present-day English pronominal relativizers are to allow both pied piping and preposition stranding, then one should say that the WH-relativizers of infinitival and independent relatives are not pronominal. In infinitival relatives, Emonds (1976: 192) claims, only pied piping is allowed.
(8) (a) I found an usher from whom to buy tickets.
(b) *1 found an usher whom to buy tickets from.
And Helgander (I971: 207-209, 268) has pointed out that independent relatives only allow preposition stranding.4
(9) (a) They liked whatever they went to. (b) *They liked to whatever they went.
Third, Scholten (1934: 121-122) has drawn attention to the fact that no Dutch linguist would doubt that die and dat are relative pronouns, even though they cannot be preceded by prepositions.
(io) (a) De man die me zag liep weg. the man who me saw ran away (b) De man die ik zag liep weg.
the. man whom I saw ran away (i i) (a) Het boek dat me boeide was uitverkocht.
the book which me interested was sold out (b) Het boek dat ik las was uitverkocht. the book which I read was sold out (io) (c) *De man aan die ik het boek gaf liep weg. the man to whom I the book gave ran away (i i) (c) *Het boek in dat ik de foto vond was uitverkocht. the book in which I the picture found was sold out
Instead of aan die and in dat Dutch requires the WH-forms aan wie or waaraan 'whereto', and waarin 'wherein'.
(io) (d) De man aan wie/waaraan ik het boek gaf liep weg. (i i) (d) Het boek waarin ik de foto vond was uitverkocht.
Note also that die and dat do not allow preposition stranding.
(io) (e) *De man die ik het boek aan gaf liep weg.
(i i) (e) *Het boek dat ik de foto in vond was uitverkocht.
(4] Independent relatives shouldn't be confused with embedded interrogatives, which DO allow pied piping (I don't know to whom he spoke/who(m) he spoke to).
I52
To the extent that Dutch prepositional relatives allow preposition stranding, the relativizer must be a WH-form.
(io) (f) De man *wie/waar ik het boek aan gaf liep weg. (I I) (f) Het boek waar ik de foto in vond was uitverkocht.
The point of all this is the following: if the Dutch non-WH-relativizers die and dat can be incontestably pronominal even though they allow neither pied piping nor preposition stranding, how then can one claim that the fact that R-that doesn't allow pied piping proves it to be non-pronominal?
Argument 2. The pronominal relativizers who, whom, which, and what are sensitive to gender. R-that isn't.
(12) (a) The man who/*which attracts her...
(b) The book *who/which attracts her...
He then scoured what/*who was left.
The man/book that I like...
Hence R-that might not be a relative pronoun (Kruisinga, 1924 
Counterarguments. First, to some extent it is true that R-that isn't gender-sensitive, but neither is whose nor WAS which as strictly non-human as it is now (cp. Scholten, I934: 119). (I5)
This is the man/book whose cover I dislike.
(I6)
Our father, which art in heaven... Yet whose and the which of (i6) are not said to be non-pronominal. Second, it isn't true that R-that is completely genderless. In his corpus of written British who(m), 0, and R-that relativizations of the thirties and forties, Malmberg (I947) found out that only I.63 per cent of all human antecedents took R-that, while 88.98 per cent took who(m) (and 9.39 per cent 0). It further appears from Quirk's (1957: io6) study of spoken educated British of the fifties that R-that subject relatives prefer a non-human antecedent: the [+ Human]/[ -Human] ratio is I/9.5 Third, to stress the parallel with whose, whose isn't really genderless either: it is predominantly [+Human]. Fourth, to stress the parallel with which, in the earlier stages of the language, both which and R-that could freely take a human antecedent. Then both underwent a process of 'dehumanization' (Saito, I96I: 84-85; Dekeyser, I984). In this [5] With personal object relatives Quirk (1957: 107) found as many R-that's as WH-forms.
Quirk assumes that the relatively high frequency of R-that is due to a reluctance of speakers to use whom. Another thing is that object status prototypically correlates with a low degree of agency and that we find a similar correlation in the use of R-that in subject relatives: non-humans, R-that's favourite type of antecedent, are typically low on the agency scale.
'53 perspective, the difference in gender-sensitivity between present-day which and R-that need not be attributed to the 'fact' that which is a pronoun and R-that isn't. It is more plausible to say that the dehumanization of which is completed -and was virtually completed by 1700 (Saito, Counterarguments. First, why expect R-that to show number, when neither who, whom, whose, what, nor which show number? Second, why should R-that be like the demonstrative pronoun that with respect to number; they aren't alike with respect to gender either. Different from R-that and from the demonstrative adnominal that, pronominally demonstrative that is neuter. Argument 4. The relative pronoun who shows case: its oblique forms are whom (objective) and whose (genitive). Historically speaking, whose is also the genitive of what. If R-that were like who and what, one would expect it to show case, too. It doesn't; so perhaps it isn't a pronoun (Kruisinga, 1934: I 07-1 o8).
Counterarguments. First, which doesn't have any oblique forms of its own either, yet that doesn't make it any less pronominal. Yet what is no less pronominal for that matter. Third, even who is losing a part of its declension, viz. whom, without, again, losing its pronominal status. Fourth, though which doesn't have a morphological genitive, it may be said to have whose as a SUPPLETIVE genitive. Indeed, whose can mean both 'of whom' and 'of which' (see (I5)), which combined with the fact that R-that can mean both 'who' and 'which' opens the possibility for saying that R-that has whose as a suppletive genitive, too. Fifth, there is at least one dialect of Counterarguments. First, it is simply incorrect that R-that cannot be used in non-restrictives (Scholten, 1934: 122) . We can only say that there is a (strong) tendency not to use R-that in non-restrictives; Jacobsson (I963) has shown that non-restrictive R-that is much more frequent than is generally assumed. Second, the above tendency was not as strong in the earlier periods of English (Jespersen, I927: 8o, 154; Dekeyser, I984). If a possibility to appear in non-restrictives is to correlate with greater pronominality, it follows that Kruisinga is committed to believing that R-that used to be more pronominal. In fact, Kruisinga doesn't believe this at all: he (I924: I43-144) believes that the ancestor of present-day R-that is a conjunction. Third, it is fully normal for a language to have more than one relativization strategy and to have distributional restrictions. It can be shown on independent grounds that the explanation of these restrictions has to do with a variety of factors: the morphological explicitness of the relativizer (Van der Auwera, I983), the 'Accessibility Hierarchy' (Keenan & Comrie, I 977), and the need for a clause to have an overt subject (Van der Auwera, I984a). The reason why R-that tends to stay out of non-restrictives may well be that the greater independence of a non-restrictive correlates with a greater need for morphological explicitness (Van der Auwera, I983). Hence non-restrictives would prefer the morphologically more explicit forms who, whom, and which to R-that, and it furthermore makes sense that non-restrictives do not accept the morphologically most inexplicit 0 relativizer at all. An indirect indication for the correctness of this hypothesis is the fact that nominative who first developed in non-restrictives ( Counterargument. Instead of saying that pronominal that is neuter one could hold that only the demonstrative pronominal that is neuter. The idea that demonstrative that and R-that are substantially different is further supported by the fact that only demonstrative that is sensitive to number (see Argument 3).
The general conclusion is that though the above arguments concern a number of interesting peculiarities of R-that and though these peculiarities are compatible with the hypothesis that R-that isn't a pronoun, they DO NOT ENTAIL this hypothesis. Let us now see whether the more specific hypothesis that R-that is a conjunction or particle fares any better.
1.2. R-that is a conjunction or particle. Though the claim that R-that is a conjunction or particle has just been called ' specific', in another sense it is still vague. Traditional grammar was seldom if ever precise when it came to such minor categories as particles. Particles were subdivided in three or four groups: prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, and, sometimes, interjections (see Sweet, I898: 37; Emerson, I912: 387-395; Jespersen, 1924: 87). Given this typology, it is clear that if R-that is a particle, '57 it must be a conjunction, for it definitely isn't an interjection, preposition, or adverb (see Jespersen, 1927 : I 65). It is left vague what type of conjunction it is. There simply isn't any typology of conjunctions. Thus it is left vague whether R-that is the SAME as the conjunction that found in complement clauses, henceforth 'C-that' or whether the two that's are only SIMILAR. In other words, it is unclear whether R-that and C-that are seen as uses of the one conjunction that or whether English has two that conjunctions, a relativizer and a 'complementizer'.
There is indirect evidence that Kruisinga and Jespersen held the former view. When traditional grammarians call a particle 'relative', they obviously call it 'relative particle', but not 'relative conjunction'. Though the introduction of the term 'relative particle' is at odds with the idea that particles subdivide in three or four categories, it does suggest that relative particles are not conjunctions and that conjunctions are not relative. Thus we can understand how Kruisinga (1924) could consistently write that Old English fie was a relative particle, and modern R-that a conjunction. Given that Kruisinga didn't use his notion of non-conjunctive 'relative particle' for R-that, and given his failure to distinguish between subtypes of conjunctions, we may assume that Kruisinga took R-that to be the same as C-that. The same can be said about Jespersen. He too calls fe a 'relative particle' (Jespersen, 1927: 8o) and modern R-that a 'conjunction' (Jespersen, 1927: i65), which suggests that Jespersen saw no difference between R-that and C-that. Ten years later, Jespersen was explicit on this point; R-that 'is to be regarded as the same word that we have in "I know that you mentioned the man"' (Jespersen (1937) quoted from Jespersen, I969: I5I).
Of linguists that call R-that a 'relative particle' rather than a 'conjunction', we can safely assume that they do not think that R-that is the same as C-that. Deutschbein, for example, does have the category of conjunction and it is used for C-that (Deutschbein, 1953: 260) , but for R-that 'relative particle' is used (Deutschbein, 1953: 223;  cf. also Stevick, I965: 3I; Helgander, 1971: 271-280). Araki (1958) and Masuya (1958) , calls R-that a 'relative particle', too, i.e. something 'intermediate between a relative pronoun and a conjunction'.
Zandvoort (1972: I97), implicitly endorsed by
Though a relative particle can be given the NEGATIVE characterization that it is not a conjunction, it is dangerous to give it a POSITIVE characterization. There is never any explicit definition, but from the use that is made of the term I gather that a relative particle is thought of as a non-pronominal, invariant, clause-introductory relativizer.7 The difference with a conjunction is that the latter simply isn't a relativizer. Otherwise, a conjunction and a relative particle are the same. Conjunctions are also non-pronominal and invariant -in English at least -and they introduce their clause.8
[71 Deutschbein (1953: 223) makes the obscure remark that a relative particle is 'adjectival' in nature, while a relative pronoun is 'nominal'. Because the arguments listed in I. I concern the fact that R-that is clause-introductory (Argument I), invariant (Arguments 2 to 4) and, in general, non-pronominal (Arguments i to 9), they can all be interpreted as evidence for the hypothesis that R-that is a conjunction or relative particle. Unfortunately, this reinterpretation doesn't diminish the force of the counterarguments.
There are some additional arguments; they all serve the hypothesis that R-that is the same as C-that.9 Argument 1o. While demonstrative that is pronounced with a full vowel, C-that has a weak vowel. In this respect, R-that is like C-that ( Zandvoort, 1972:197;  Smith, I982: 73) points out, the relative WH-forms have weaker stress than their interrogative 'homophones'. Nobody would dream of saying that this indicates that the relative WH-forms are really conjunctions. It seems to me that it is better to say that English relativizers, both the WH-forms and R-that, are inherently weakly stressed. Second, Smith (I982: 73) has observed something about the stress of R-that that documents the difference between C-that and R-that : only C-that allows contrastive stress.
(3I ) I know THAT you mentioned the man, not WHEN. (32) ?I know the man THAT you mentioned, not WHOM.
The THAT of (32) iS only interpretable as 'metalinguistic stress', meaning something like 'the word I have just used but that you haven't heard or understood is that'. Argument ii. Both R-that and C-that are deletable; if we say that they are the same, we arrive at a generalization (Jespersen, Another factor might be the presence of an indirect object (Bolinger, 1972b: 23-24).
(36) (a) He wired her 0 he was coming.
(b) ?He wired 0 he was coming.
In any case, what is relevant for the deletion of R-that and TOTALLY IRRELEVANT for that of C-that is whether the relativized constituent is the subject of the relative clause.
(37) (a) There is a man ?thatl wants to speak to you. For subjects 'zero' or 'contact clause' relativization has a highly restricted function. In a sentence such as (38b) it is impossible, and in a small number of patterns exemplified in (37b) it serves a very specific focussing function and is typically colloquial (see Erdmann, I980; Van der Auwera, I984b). Second, there is no reason why the 0 of relative clauses is any more an absence of R-that than of WH-relativizers.
(34) (c) I know the man fwho(m)l you've mentioned.
(b) 10f
(37) (c) There is a man Swho wants to speak to you.
(b) l05
If one is allowed to draw attention to the PARTIAL similarity between the absence of R-that and C-that, then one must surely take account of the COMPLETE similarity between the absence of R-that and who, whom and which.
Argument I2. Under the assumption that R-that is a conjunction, (34a) must be considered to have no overt object. Similarly, (37 a) and (38 a) must be said to lack overt subjects. This allows for a generalization over both R-that and 0 relatives, for the latter may exhibit the very same absence of overt objects or subjects (Jespersen, I927: I66-I67; Kruisinga, 1927a 
I 6o
Counterargument. Because of the differences between subject relative clauses with R-that and with 0, which I have drawn attention to in countering Argument I I, it is far from obvious that one should generalize. Argument I3. Kruisinga (I924: 141-143) defends a concept of clause such that a relative pronoun is part of a clause, but a conjunction isn't -a conjunction stands BETWEEN two or more clauses and connects them. In independent relatives, the real or alleged relative pronoun 'MUST be looked upon as a part of the subordinate clause' (Kruisinga, 1924: 143 ). It appears now that independent relatives allow WH-pronouns, but not R-that, except for some archaisms. In de week dat Jan toekwam was iedereen bezig. in the week that John arrived was everybody busy Like English that, Dutch dat is ambiguous between a conjunction, a demonstrative pronoun, and a relative pronoun, but, in contradistinction to English, the relative pronoun is exclusively neuter. As Dutch week is feminine and as the feminine relative alternating with relative dat is die, it is plausible to assume that the dat of (47) The general conclusion is not very different from that of I. i: Deutschbein, Jespersen, and Kruisinga must be credited for drawing attention to a large number of idiosyncrasies of R-that, not, however, for having proved that R-that is a relative particle or conjunction.
R-THAT IS NOT A RELATIVE PRONOUN, BUT A COMPLEMENTIZER
There are various kinds of conjunctions. The big division is that between subordinating and coordinating conjunctions. C-that, as in (49) My objection is that we have enough terms to refer to things like vai. Call it 'performative/speech act/mood operator', 'sentence qualifier', or just 'clause particle'. Why use the term 'complementizer'? Potential answer: to generalize over the fact that in Latvian both dependent and independent questions use a vai morpheme. Rejoinder: this generalization can be captured equally well with any of the above mentioned terms. To a large extent, the choice between Rosenbaum and Bresnan -and any in-between position -is a terminological matter. I think that Bresnan's notion of complementizer is unnecessary. The same goes for the in-between notion synonymous with 'subordinator': the best term for what is generally known as 'subordinator' or 'subordinating conjunction/particle' is, VERY TRIVIALLY, 'subordinator' or ' subordinating conjunction/particle'. As to Rosenbaum's notion, however, I think there is a real need for the division of subordinators as effectuated by the invention of his notion (cf. De Geest, I973: I41). Hence I will remain faithful to Rosenbaum This fact is totally mysterious if we assume that R-that is pronominal (Stahlke, 1976: 592) .
Counterarguments. First, WH-forms can't be used for the infinitival relativization of subjects and objects.
(55) *1 am looking for a woman who to love me. (56) *1 am looking for a woman whom to love. Surely, the unacceptability of (55) and (56) will not be used to claim that who and whom are not pronominal. So why treat R-that differently? Second, infinitival relativization with overt morphemes is only possible for prepositional objects, and then only pied piping is allowed (cf. Argument I).
(b) *1 found an usher whom to buy ticketsfrom.
R-that doesn't allow pied piping, and this is why it can't occur in infinitival relatives. i66
Argument 21. It was stated in Argument 6 that the R-that of (23) couldn't be pronominal. Counterargument. The relative unacceptability of the WH-forms can be explained in another way. First, (58c) is out, because who(m), different from R-that, cannot 'incorporate' the meaning of a preposition and be adverbialsee Section 3 on adverbial R-that. Second, the reason (58d) is marginal may have something to do with the general aversion to using whom (cf. note 5) and with the particular aversion to who when one has used a preposition to indicate that the relativized constituent is a prepositional phrase. Third, another factor may be that the repetition of with gives it an objectionable redundancy. This factor seems to be more clearly at work in (58e (59) (a) Ann isn't half the woman '*who she used to be. No wonder that neuter predicate nominals accept neuter which and predominantly neuter subject R-that (cf. Argument 2). The general conclusion is again a negative one. The case for the nonpronominality of R-that is as shaky as it was sixty years ago.
R-that is a complementizer.
Basically, all the arguments for the conjunction/particle hypothesis reappear as arguments for the complementizer hypothesis. (b) It seems to me that there are porcupines in our basement.
R-THAT IS A HIGHLY PRONOMINAL RELATIVIZER

3.I R-that is a relativizer.
The proponents of the view that R-that is the same as C-that deny that R-that is a relativizer, i.e. that it conveys 'relativeness'. Thus they must show that something other than R-that is responsible for the relative clause meaning. This 'something' can only be the fact that a relative clause with R-that is like one with a WH-relativizer, except that there is no WH-relativizer; in other words, this 'something' is the 0 relativizer. In this perspective (70a) is analysed as ( Hence, in SUBJECT relativizations R-that is a relativizer. There are at least two reasons to think that R-that is no less of a relativizer in OBJECT relativizations. For one thing, R-that can be substituted by WH-relativizers in subject and object relatives alike. Of course, (70f) and (70g) are ungrammatical,12 which suggests that R-that is itself a relativizer. The claim that R-that is a relativizer still allows for the Deutschbein position that R-that is a relative particle. I now come to the pronominality issue.
3.2. R-that is highly pronominal. 3.2. 1. Is it strange that R-that, if pronominal, is invariant? No. English only has vestiges of (pro)nominal declensions. As to WH-pronouns, I have already remarked that which is invariant, that the what-whose connection is virtually lost, and that the who-whom contrast is breaking down. Furthermore, given the claim -to be argued in 3.2.2. -that R-that originated as a conjunction only to become a pronoun later on, it would be strange if it acquired a declension, when the general 'drift' of English was one of losing declensions. True, the genitive is still strong, but then R-that can be said to have a suppletive genitive in whose and there is at least one dialect (Scots) in which R-that has developed a morphological genitive (that's).
Suppose then that R-that is a pronoun. It certainly makes it easy to understand why R-that is so often replaceable by pronominal who, whom, or which. It also sheds some explanatory light on the problem why R-that is hard to omit in subject relatives. Present-day English is very strict about the rule that each finite clause have its overt subject. Under the pronoun hypothesis, R-that subject relativizations have their overt subject in R-that; 0 subject relativizations, on the other hand, do not have an overt subject. Thus 0 subject relativizations go against a very strong generalization, and this can only happen under special pragmatic conditions (see Erdmann, I980; Van der Auwera, 1984b).
3.2.2. So far I have suggested that R-that is pronominal. I will now refine this and say that R-that is NOT FULLY pronominal, but ONLY HIGHLY pronominal. The hedge in 'highly" takes us back to the fact that R-that can't follow a preposition.
[ 3' ), the claim that R-that can't follow a preposition is not equivalent with the claim that R-that can't be the object of a preposition. If we have reasons to believe that R-that is an object, respectively, a subject in (70 a) and (7 i b), then we shouldn't doubt that it is a prepositional object in ( In (72C) the preposition is 'stranded', but it still governs the relative pronoun. Thus the unacceptability of (72 b) is not due to any 'ungovernability' of R-that; it is a fact about WORD ORDER. What is the explanation of this bizarre and stringent rule of word order, one which sets R-that apart from the WH-relativizers and, given that one would want a pronoun to be precedable by a preposition, makes it less than a 'full' pronoun? Part of the explanation is historical.
It is very plausible to assume that R-that goes back to the Middle English subordinator pat, which was a 'coalescence' of the Old English relative particle fie and the subordinator firt (see Horn, 1923 Given the independently arguable claim that present-day R-that is pronominal, and the one that its ancestor was conjunctive, we must draw the conclusion that R-that changed categories. As with all changes, there is no reason to assume that the change has reached its completion. For a change to be complete, it has to take effect in all environments. Now, one environment in which the change definitely couldn't start was the preposition + relativizer pattern; it simply wasn't available for the ancestor of R-that. If English was going to allow a preposition to precede R-that, this pattern would have to come into existence at a point when R-that would be pronominal on account of other factors. Only then could there be some analogical pressure to make R-that behave like any other relative pronoun and follow a preposition. But we know that R-that still doesn't follow prepositions. This means that the pronominalization process hasn't reached its completion. Though R-that has become highly pronominal, it hasn't become fully pronominal.
In essence, the view that R-that is pronominal and that its 'repugnance' against a preceding preposition is an inheritance from its Anglo-Saxon ancestors is not new. It goes back to Horn (1923: 72-73) (cf. also Johansen, I935: 139). Interestingly, Horn (1923: 73) ends his account as follows: 'Es ist merkwiurdig, wie der alte Sprachgebrauch nachwirkt auf den heutigen Tag. In der neuenglischen Syntax laBt sich solche auffalend starke Nachwirkung ganz alter Verhaltnisse auch sonst noch beobachten.' We will argue in 3.2.4 that it isn't THAT merkwiirdig that R-that doesn't shake off its inheritance.
3.2.3. In the preceding section I concluded that R-that went through a reinterpretation on the basis of the INDIRECT evidence that R-that belongs to one category at one point of time, and to a different one at another point of time. I will now supply some DIRECT evidence.
First, we have seen that present-day R-that is to some extent felt to be neuter (see Argument 2). Gender is a typically (pro)nominal characteristic. If the history of R-that is one of increasing pronominality and if present-day R-that is highly gender-sensitive while its ancestor was conjunctional, then one may expect R-that to have become increasingly more gender-sensitive. This expectation is borne out. In Middle English and Early Modern English R-that had no predilection for either human or non-human antecedents. The 'dehumanization' of R-that seems to have started in the seventeenth century (see Saito, I96I: 84-85; Dekeyser, I984).
Second, R-that relatives that contain a non-relative pronoun referring to '73 the relativized constituent (see (22) to (25)) are now uncommon, the explanation being that R-that does the pronominal referring. If R-that was less pronominal in the preceding centuries, one would expect that the R-that+personal pronoun pattern was more common then. Though this point has never been investigated in detail, the expectation does seem to be borne out (see Helgander, 197I: 272-273; Traugott, I972: I57-158).
Third, though the use of the WH-pronoun +fiat pattern is explainable as a result of the expansion of the conjunction pat, one would expect that when pat becomes more pronominal, the pattern becomes redundant and that it might disappear. In fact, WH-pronoun +fat relatives were indeed short-lived. They were popular in the fourteenth century, but were on their way out in the fifteenth (Smith, I982: 6i; cf. Ryden (I966: 332, 335, 360) for early sixteenth-century examples).
It is true that certain speakers of present-day English can make WH-ever-that relatives (Smith, I982: 6i; C. Ferguson, p.c.).
(73) I yielded to whatever arguments that were given.
But it seems plausible to regard whatever arguments that as short for whatever arguments there were that, and then that is still pronominal.
3.2.4.
There is no evidence that the pronominalization of R-that is continuing and pushing it to accept a preceding proposition. On the contrary, there is a feature of R-that that seems effectively to block the completion of the category change. Ever since its appearance in relative clauses R-that has had a use in which it is synonymous with a WH-adverb or with a preposition+ WH-pronoun pattern. Contrary to Larson (I983), I do not think that adverbial R-that is restricted to these kinds of adverbial bare-NP antecedents. It seems to me that when the street occurs in a prepositional phrase, adverbial R-that is acceptable or, at least, much better.
(80) I saw Fred in the street that/where/in which John lived.
Larson (i983) considers fashion to be a noun that cannot head a bare-NP adverbial, yet (29a), mentioned by both Jespersen (I927: i62) and Deutschbein (1953: 223), still seems to be as good now as it was sixty years ago.
(29) (a) We parted in the same cordialfashion that we had met.
Again, reason cannot head a bare-NP adverbial, yet even without a preposition it can get an adverbial R-that (see (77)). Nevertheless it remains true that (i) there are noun phrases that can function as adverbials -without prepositions; (ii) constituency in the class of possible bare-NP adverbials is lexically determined, and (iii) adverbial R-that seems particularly frequent with such possible bare-NP adverbials. In this light, it becomes easy to claim that (i) there is a relative pronoun that can function as an adverbial -without a preposition, (ii) constituency in the class of possible bare-pronoun relative adverbials is lexically determined (of all relative pronouns only R-that qualifies), and (iii) it is only natural that the bare-pronoun relative adverbial tends to go with the bare-NP antecedent adverbial. Adverbial R-that seems to counteract the analogical pressure on nonadverbial R-that to go fully pronominal and accept preceding prepositions, in a double way. First, the very existence of adverbial R-that can be assumed to diminish the urgency with which non-adverbial R-that should go fully pronominal. Second, both adverbial and non-adverbial R-that are at present clause-initial. If a pattern of preposition followed by R-that were to develop, it would disturb an otherwise exceptionless regularity. This, I think, is why R-that will not easily part with its merkwiirdige inheritance from Anglo-Saxon ancestors.
CONCLUSION
For many linguists, especially users and writers of pedagogical grammars, it is obvious that R-that is a relative pronoun. Yet there are other linguists, especially transformationalists, who have stated that it is obvious that R-that is not a relative pronoun. In this paper, I have made an in-between claim: R-that is a highly pronominal relativizer and the reason why it is not fully pronominal has to do with its non-pronominal origin. Be this my conclusion, it is as much of a starting point for further work. There is clearly more than 175 one way to make the 'highly pronominal relativizer' thesis more precise, depending on the way one wants to treat non-categoriality in grammar and depending on one's choice of theory of grammar. One should then also investigate what the theoretical consequences of my claim are. In this paper, however, I have tried to be as 'theory-neutral' as possible, assuming that most grammarians of English use very similar notions of relative pronoun and conjunction and face a very similar R-that issue.
